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INTRODUCTION

The original idea of a portable computer is credited to Alan Kay of the Xerox Palo Alto Research Center who suggested the idea in the 1970s (Kay, 1972a, 1972b; Kay & Goldberg, 1977). He envisioned a notebook-sized portable computer named the “Dynabook” that could be used for all of the user’s information needs and using wireless network capabilities for connectivity.

BACKGROUND

Origins: Laptop Computers

The first actual portable “laptop” computers appeared in 1979: the Grid Compass Computer was designed in 1979 by William Moggridge for Grid Systems Corporation (Stanford University, 2003). The Grid Compass was one-fifth the weight of any model equivalent in performance and was used by NASA on the space shuttle program in the early 1980s. Portable computers continued to develop in the 1980s onwards, and most weighed around about 5 kg without any peripherals.

In 1984, Apple Computer introduced its Apple IIc model (Abbate, 1999), a true notebook-sized computer weighing about 5 kg without a monitor. The Apple IIc had an optional LCD panel monitor which made it genuinely portable and was therefore highly successful.

In 1986, IBM introduced its IBM Convertible PC with 256KB of memory; it was also a commercial success. By many, this is considered the first true laptop (mainly due to its clamshell design) that was Shortly copied by other manufacturers such as Toshiba who were also successful with IBM laptop clones (Allen, 2001; Cringely, 1996). These devices retained the A4 size footprint, full QWERTY keyboards, and weighed between 3 and 4 kg (IBM, 2006). Following these innovations “tablet” PCs with a flat A4 footprint and a pen-based interface began to emerge in the 1990s.

There were several devices in the 1970s that explored the tablet, but in 1989 the Grid Systems GRiDPad was released, which was the world’s first IBM PC-compatible tablet PC that featured handwriting recognition as well as a pen-based point-and-select system. In 1992, Microsoft released Microsoft Windows for Pen Computing, which had an application programming interface (API) that developers could use to create pen-enabled applications. Focusing specifically on devices that use the pen as the primary input device, this interface has been most successfully adopted in the new breed of small, highly portable personal digital assistants (PDAs).

Personal Digital Assistants

In 1984 David Potter and his partners at PSION launched the “PSION Organiser” which retailed for just under £100 (Troni & Lowber, 2001). It was a battery-powered, 14 x 9cm, block-shaped unit with an alphabetic keyboard and small LCD screen, with 2K of RAM, 4KB of applications in ROM, and a free 8KB data card (which had to be reformatted using ultraviolet light for reuse). Compared to the much larger notebook computers of the time, it was a revolutionary device, but because of its more limited screen size and memory, it fulfilled a different niche in the market and began to be used for personal information management and stock inventory purposes (with a plug-in barcode reader).

In the late 1980s and throughout the 1990s, PSION continued to develop commercially successful small computing devices incorporating a larger LCD screen, and a new fully multi-tasking graphical user interface (before even Microsoft had got Windows up and running). These small devices were truly handheld. The PSION 3c (launched in 1991) dimensions were 165 x 85 x 22 mm, with a 480 x 160 pixel LCD screen, and the device weighed less than 400 g. A small keyboard and innovative touch-sensitive pad provided control of the cursor, and graphical icons could be selected to start applications/functions and select items from menus. The small keyboard proved difficult to use however, and the following 5c model in 1997 used an innovative foldout miniature QWERTY keyboard. These genuinely “handheld” devices with their interface innovations and ability to synchronize data with a host personal computer made the PSION models particularly successful and firmly established the personal digital assistant as a portable computing tool for professionals.

Pen-Based Interfaces for the PDA

The limitations of keyboard-based data entry for handheld devices had been recognized, and following PSION’s lead, Apple Computers introduced the Newton Message Pad in 1993. This device was the first to incorporate a touch-sensitive...